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Goal: #2 Life Skills
Objectives:
● Students will demonstrate competence in personal life skills required to live
independently
● Students will foster respect for self, others, and the community
● Students will practice steps for positive decision making
Background Information:
Most of this information has been pulled from the first article linked in the sources- from
createcultivate.com
What is Toxic Productivity?
“First things first, toxic behaviors are behaviors that are harmful to you, your
goals, and your daily life. Our culture expresses a lot of value for productivity (we
reward the best students, we’re impressed when others pull all-nighters, we glorify the
entrepreneurs who boast about their work ethic and lack of sleep). Rarely do we
celebrate when people are present, rest well, or set and meet reasonable goals.”
3 Signs of Toxic Productivity:
● Working to the extent that it harms your health or personal relationships.
● Having unrealistic expectations for yourself and ignoring important information
(such as the detrimental effects of a pandemic).
● Difficulty with rest or stillness.
○ “If you have a toxic relationship with productivity, you might struggle to be
alone with yourself anytime you’re not busy working. When you finally take
a break or let yourself have a day off, you might feel guilty.
○ a sense of restlessness or emptiness during moments of stillness, play, or
other things you may label in your head as “non-productive.”
○ feelings of lower self worth when you aren’t producing, creating, or
working in some way

How do we overcome toxic productivity?
● Set realistic goals and adjust them
○ -Context - Is there a pandemic going on? Are you dealing with personal
health or mental health issues that need your attention?
○ Revise your expectations regularly, including the ones you have for others
● “Reframe what it means to rest and take breaks.”
○ -”Reframe rest to be a vital part of your productivity. See it as a necessary
tool to help you reach your goals more effectively.”
○ -Pomodoro Method (General description: 25 min work and 5 min break,
with longer breaks after a few rounds)(See graphic below)
● Practice mindfulness.
○ -Real change happens from the INSIDE out
○ - “Mindfulness invites us to observe and accept what is happening around
us and within us without judgement. We learn to be more aware of our
body and needs” Helps to notice and change toxic patterns
○ -Apps to try - “Calm” and “Headspace”
● Get some accountability.
○ -Who in your life encourages your toxic productivity?
○ -Who in your life encourages healthy behavior?
○ -Learn to tell the difference.
○ - Find and listen to those who encourage healthy behaviors.
● Define clearer boundaries.
○ -Give yourself clear boundaries to stick to
○ -Reflect revise and rework regularly
○ - Examples: I will only do X hours of work a week, I will eat X amount of
meals each day, I will not work 1 hour before bedtime to clear my mind,
etc
○ -Try using a habit tracker for this! (See graphic below)
● Heal your self-talk.
○ -Again work from the INSIDE out
○ -To heal your self-talk, start seeing that your value is not in what you
produce or accomplish, but in who you are
○ - “Ask yourself, “Would I have these same expectations for someone I
care for deeply?” If the answer is no, then you shouldn’t have these
expectations for yourself, either. Practice learning to speak to yourself the
way you would a dear friend.”
○ -“If you need help healing your self-talk, consider getting support from a
therapist. Cognitive behavioral therapy can be especially effective at

helping you heal toxic narratives that have kept you stuck in a cycle of
addiction to productivity.”

Program:
Ask students what they define as productivity?
● Example: Write one or a few words to complete this sentence: Productivity
is ...
What about toxic productivity?
● Idea: Visualize what kind of person you see when you think of the words
toxic productivity; what is the person doing? How does the person feel?
What are signs of toxic productivity?
● See how close the responses get to the 3 examples listed above and try to
lead them to anything they may not have considered if the discussion is
slow or seems to be really missing the mark
What method or lifestyle changes can help to overcome toxic productivity?
● Ask people to shout out or write out their ideas
● Give each method listed above and ask students to provide examples they use
for healthy productivity
Make sure to:
Introduce Pomodoro Method, Habit Tracking, Mindfulness Apps and the idea that
therapy can help people who struggle with positive self-talk,
Fllow up with students: Ask students about this topic via one on ones or check-in forms
Assessment Questions:
What are some general signs of toxic productivity?
What signs of toxic productivity do you recognize in the way you do work?
What methods or changes will you try to implement to have healthy productivity?
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Studies how burnout is related to “learning conditions that demand excessively
high levels of effort and do not provide supportive mechanisms that would
facilitate effective coping.”
Learning about toxic productivity and learning to distinguish it from healthy
productivity could lead to students having an effective coping mechanism to deal
with the high level of efforts required by IMSA.

